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Abstract
A crisis with the potential of an armed conflict is near at hand in Eastern Mediterranean due to
Greek attempts infringing the territorial waters and sovereign rights of Turkey and the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC) and increasing tension in the region. Greek Cypriot
Administration of Southern Cyprus (GCASC) has undersigned Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ) delimitation agreements with Egypt and Lebanon and initiated an international tender
process to grant oil exploration licences in the region against the international law. Within
this frame, GCASC has been attempting to convert the issue into a problem between Turkey
and the European Union (EU) and aiming to place Turkey against third countries. The
Turkish side manifests its reaction to and disallowance of such attempts of GCASC, based on
her assertation that she has control over the entire island and the surrounding seas.

Introduction
The Greek Cypriot Administration of Southern Cyprus (GCASC) has been in intense
attempts, especially for the past five years, to infringe the waters and sovereign rights of
Turkey and the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC) in Eastern Mediterranean. It
undersigned Exclusive Economic Zone (EEC) delimitation agreements with Egypt in 2003
and with Lebanon in 2007. Having separated the waters within these boundaries into 13
licence zones in 2007, GCASC adopted a law granting oil and natural gas exploration licence
to foreign companies, and initiated an international tender process. Moreover, Greece has
also been observed to make attempts to enter into EEZ and continental shelf delimitation
agreements with GCASC and Egypt. There is the possibility that these events, which seem to
be increasing tension in Eastern Mediterranean, might turn into a crisis with the potential of
spreading over the Aegean and causing an armed conflict. The approach of the Turkish side
towards the matter basically focuses on two points:
- GCASC’s attitude stemming from the assertation that she represents the entire island,
contrary to international conventions founding the Republic of Cyprus in 1960.
- The contradiction of EEZ delimitation agreements concluded and licence zones declared in
violation of the international law with the maritime areas of Turkey and the TRNC.
And, the GCASC has been making efforts to convert the European Union (EU) into a party in
this crisis, which has two associated dimensions; “oil” and “sovereignty”. Furthermore, the
GCASC aims to “internationalize” the problem by setting the neighboring countries and
those, at which the bidding companies are registered, into opposition against Turkey. An
increase of the tension in Eastern Mediterranean and its spread over countries, finally gaining
a multinational status, will probably affect the course of events related to the Cyprus problem.
∗ This paper was first presented at "International Conference on Middle East and North Cyprus Relations:
Perspectives in Political, Economic and Strategic Issues" held by Eastern Mediterranean University Center for
Strategic Studies (EMU-CSS) in Gazimagusa, 20-21 March 2008. All conference papers have been published as
a book by EMU-CSS.
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It is also likely to trigger the Aegean continental shelf dispute in Turkey-Greece relations.
Therefore, the subject requires an analysis not only in political aspects but also in legal and
technical terms.
The GCASC’s aforementioned attempts shall be handled in a chronological sequence in this
study, under the light of its causes and potential consequences, attitude of the international
society, and opinions and reactions of the Turkish side.

Conceptual Framework
In order to understand better why the agreements the GCASC signed with Egypt and Lebanon
and the tender process she initiated are against the international law and received reactions by
the Turkish side, it shall be useful to clarify certain concepts to be used, and the current
practice. Within this context, especially the concepts “Eastern Mediterranean, EEZ and
Continental Shelf” and “the principles of delimitation of EEZ and Continental Shelf” in semienclosed seas such as Eastern Mediterranean shall be touched upon in general terms.
Eastern Mediterranean can be defined as: “The sea territory in the Mediterranean, where
Turkey, Egypt, Israel, Palestine, Lebanon, Syria, TRNC and GCASC are adjacent to each
other”. As it is a maritime area consisting of the territorial waters and EEZs of multiple states,
it is described as a “semi-enclosed sea”. (1) The Eastern Mediterranean Region stands out
both as and energy storage and an energy terminal utilized for the transfer of Central Asian
and Caucasian oil to Western world.
EEZ: It refers to the maritime area consisting of the water table, which is 200 nautical miles
from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured, the seabed and
the subsoil, upon which the coastal state has particular sovereign rights (UNCLOS, art. 57).
Such sovereign rights are for the purpose of exploring and exploiting, conserving and
managing the natural resources, whether living or non-living, of the waters superjacent to the
seabed and of the seabed and its subsoil, and with regard to other activities for the economic
exploitation and exploration of the zone.
Table 1: EEZ and Continental Shelf (http://geography.about.com/library/graphics/eez2.gif)

1 According to the article 112 of United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) dated 1982,
enforced in November 1994, "enclosed or semi-enclosed sea" means a gulf, basin or sea surrounded by two or
more States and connected to another sea or the ocean by a narrow outlet or consisting entirely or primarily of
the territorial seas and exclusive economic zones of two or more coastal States.(For UNCLOS text, see
http://www.un.org/Depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/closindx.htm )
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Moreover, the coastal state possesses an authority on issues of the establishment and use of
artificial islands, installations and structures; marine scientific research; the protection and
preservation of the marine environment. (UNCLOS, art. 56)
Continental shelf: Unlike EEZ, it is the area which only contains the seabed and the subsoil.
The coastal state uses sovereign rights on the area stretching up to 200 nautical miles, and in
specific cases, up to 350 nautical miles, which the aims to carry out researches on the
continental shelf and to operate its natural resources. In cases where the country itself does
not carry out the research or operate its natural resources, no other entity can attempt to
perform such activities without the consent of that coastal state. These rights exist regardless
of a specific declaration. (UNCLOS, art. 76, 77)
Table 2: Continental Shelf (http://www.teara.govt.nz/NR/rdonlyres/D269BE3D-0FBA-49E0-BEC904AA4DFB74F7/131148/di5601gns.jpg)

Delimitation of EEZ and continental shelf in semi-enclosed seas: As for EEZ delimitation
between neighboring countries, UNCLOS adopts the same as the provision which was
adopted for delimitation of continental shelf. The basic principle is to realize this by means of
mutual agreement and with a lawful consequence in accordance with the international law
(UNCLOS, art. 74,83). The principle of “Equi-distance” is used generally when the
boundaries are determined in regions without geographical restrictions. However, this is
neither a requirement nor able to provide a fair solution in each circumstance. Different
delimitation methods are available, having regard to special geographical conditions of
regions where it is impossible to apply this principle. The conventional rules adopted in the
related international jurisdiction or arbitration decrees, and conventions on international
maritime law envisage that the delimitation must be applied “by considering all of the
concerned aspects of the region on an equitable basis, and in such a manner to ensure a justly
solution.” In this case, a need may arise to take into consideration a series of elements such as
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“geographical factors”, which might refer to “geomorphologic and topographic factors”, the
length of coastal lines and the proportion thereof, their formation as a continent or an island,
their size and economic sufficiency if an island, and “legal status”, “vital interests of states”,
“historical rights” and “existence of a common oil reservoir in the region”. Thus, while
determining the boundaries in enclosed and semi-enclosed seas, an agreement must be
reached, which shall be of fair nature and be consented by all adjacent coastal states.(2)
Turkey did not become a party to UNCLOS due to its objections to provisions which might be
interpreted as to its disadvantage especially on the problems of territorial waters in the
Aegean Sea and continental shelf. Nevertheless, a coastal state is not required to become a
party to UNCLOS in order to possess EEZ. Turkey‘s current territorial waters are 6 nautical
miles in the Aegean and 12 nautical miles in the Mediterranean and the Black Sea, and
declared EEZ only in the Black Sea. Today, Turkey does not have an EEZ in the Aegean and
the Mediterranean. Since it is not required to make a declaration, either, it possesses a
continental shelf in all these waters.
GCASC, which is a party to UNCLOS, increased its territorial waters up to 12 nautical miles
upon the Territorial Waters Act dated 6 August 1964 and no 45/64, and TRNC declared her
territorial waters as 12 nautical miles in 2002, considering the practices of Turkey and
GCASC. (3) Following GCASC’s declaration of EEZ in 2003; TRNC determined the rules
related to territorial waters, contiguous zone, EEZ and continental shelf, being in effect from
21 March 2003, upon the “Maritime Areas Law” dated 14 November 2005 and no 63/2005.

2 Pazarcı, H. (2003), Uluslararası Hukuk Dersleri, Volume II.Ankara, 351-365.
3 For the text of law containing provisions regarding preservation of rights arising from Guarantee, Alliance and
Incorporation Agreements
http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:C9wQRrQPnlcJ:www.cm.gov.nc.tr/yasalar/2005/632005.doc+kktc+deniz+yetki+alanlar%C4%B1&hl=tr&ct=clnk&cd=2&gl=tr
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Table 3: Greek Cypriot Administration of Southern Cyprus (GCASC)-Summary of claims
(http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/corres/20051m_062305/Cyprus.doc)
____________________
TYPE
DATE
SOURCE
LIMITS
NOTES
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________
Aug 64
Law No. 45
12nm
The 1964 law was proclaimed by the
TERRITORIAL SEA
Greek Cypriot government. TRNC
did not expand its portion of the
territorial sea to 12nm until Jun 2002.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________
May 93
Note Verbale
Declared straight baseline
STRAIGHT
No.2001/254
coordinates.
BASELINES
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________
Apr
Legislation
24nm
Enacted legislation declaring
CONTIGUOUS ZONE
2004
contiguous zone.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________
May 72
Ministry of Foreign
200m
Beyond 200 meter isobath, if part of
CONTINENTAL
Affairs Note Verbale
the natural prolongation of land
SHELF
territory.
Apr 74

Law No. 8

Same as above, but never beyond the
median line between Cyprus and
another nation.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________
Apr
Legislation
200nm
Enacted legislation declaring EEZ.
FISHING
2004
ZONE/EEEZ
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________
Aug 60
Independence Act
Established territorial sea boundaries
MARITIME
with U.K. base area.
BOUNDARIES
Feb
Agreement
Established median EEZ coordinates
2003
with Egypt.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________
Dec 82
Signed Convention.
LOS CONVENTION
Dec 88

Ratified Convention.

Nov 94

Signed Part XI Agreement.

Jul 95

Ratified Part XI Agreement.

GCASC’s Attempts Increasing Tension in Eastern Mediterranean
If we try to explain the issue in a chronological sequence;
•

Since 2001, GCASC has intensified its attempts to claim for EEZ in the
Mediterranean, and to create a legal background for demanding sovereign rights. In
2001-2002, the press released news regarding negotiations between GCASC and
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•

Egypt for signing of an EEZ Convention.(4) Within this scope, the first round of
negotiations between the two countries was realized in Nicosia on 13-14 November
2001. Additionally, it was reported in March 2002 that the officials of GCASC and
Lebanon discussed the issue of EEZ and contacted with Syria.(5) EEZ issue was also
discussed during the Cairo visit of Rolandis, the then GCASC Minister of Industry,
Commerce and Tourism, in October 2002.
It was announced that Northern Access Exploration Vessel with GCASC flag would
carry out a seismic research on an area in west Cyprus, in south of Megisti Island on
14-19 March 2002.(6) By doing this, GCASC tried to create a legal background to
assert that the coordinates which she had announced via “hydro land” messages are
located within her own continental shelf, and therefore that she holds sovereign rights
in this region. Since the announced coordinates also comprise a significant part of the
potential continental shelf of Turkey, the vessel was sent away by Turkey on 17 Mart
2002.(7) This practice of Turkey was not objected by Greece and GCASC. The
coordinate to which the vessel was sent away is very far from the oil licence areas
declared by GCASC and the EEZ boundary of Egypt.

Table 4: The area which is announced to be subject to survey by Northern Access, and GCASC's licence zones

35º 30' K
029º 20' D

35º 30' K
027º 50' D

3
2

1
4
5

6
10

7
11

8

9

13

12

32º 30' K
027º 50' D
32º 30' K
029º 20' D

4 Stylianou, P. (26 Ocak 2001), Cyprus Weekly; Mobbs.Philip M. (2002), “The Mineral Industry of Cyprus”,
http://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/country/2002/cymyb02.pdf
5 http://www.link2exports.co.uk/regions.asp?lsid=1968&pid=1452
6 As announced in Hydroland messages 552/2002 and 590/2002 (54, 56) by NIMA (National Imagery &
Mapping Agency, Maritime Safety Information Center), on the area ascertained with the coordinates 35º-30' 00"
K 32º-30' 00" K and 027º-50' 00" D 029º-20' 00" D.
7 The vessel was sent away to 33º-40' 00" K and 029º-04' 00" D
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•

The convention between GCASC and Egypt on restriction of EEZ by taking the
median line as basis was undersigned on 17 February 2003 in Cairo, and registered by
UN in February 2004.(8)

Table 5: GCASC-Egypt EEZ boundary

•

POINT

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

1

33° 45' 00"

30° 05' 00"

2

33° 34' 00"

30° 28' 30"

3

33° 30' 40"

30° 36' 40"

4

33° 21' 20"

31° 07' 00"

5

33° 11' 30"

31° 36' 30"

6

33° 07' 20"

32° 01' 20"

7

33° 00' 40"

32° 31' 00"

8a

32° 53' 20"

32° 58' 20"

GCASC declared on EEZ in the name of “the Republic of Cyprus” through the law
voted through on 2 April 2004, and enactment date of the law was reported as 21
March 2003.(9)

Table 6: The EEZ Declared by GCASC

8 For the text, see Law of the Sea Bulletin, Vol.52, page 45.
9 “Cyprus: For the text of Exclusive Economic Zone Law of 2004” see;
http://faolex.fao.org/docs/pdf/cyp50932.pdf
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•
•

•
•

On 6 October 2005, GCASC and Lebanon undersigned a “Cooperation Memorandum”
for purpose of creating an EEZ.(10)
GCASC and Egypt entered into an agreement in May 2006 for mutual development of
hydrocarbon resources on both sides of the borderline separating EEZs of the two
countries.(11)
Convention on EEZ Delimitation as undersigned between GCASC-Lebanon in Beirut
on 17 January 2007. However, the convention signed by the Lebanese Government
has yet to be approved by the Parliament and the President.
It was reported that the Norwegian exploration company Petroleum Geo-Services
(PGS) prepared 2-dimensional seismic data on the 6770 km area as a result of e 2-year
seismic study, that large amount of natural gas and oil data were detected in the
region, and the 3D data would be ready by the end of 2007.(12)

•

Through the meetings she organized through participation of oil companies on 20
November 2006 in London, and of foreign ambassadors and corporate executives in
on 25 January 2007 in Nicosia, GCASC disclosed information about the data obtained,
and announced a call for tenders. The meeting in Nicosia welcomed executives of BP,
Shell, Total, Exxon, Mobil, Petrobras as well as ambassadors of China, Germany and
Russia, and Samir Fehmi, Egyptian Minister of Oil. However, no representatives from
Lebanon attended the meeting. It was reported that marketing procedures of oil zones
have been under the management of the French Beicip-Franlab consultancy company.

•

It was announced through the notification dated 25 January 2007, issued under the title
of “The Republic of Cyprus” by Energy Service Directorate, GCASC Ministry of
Industry, Commerce and Tourism that “The First Licence Tender” would be held for
oil exploration on the offshore zone surrounding Cyprus. It is noted in this notification
that the official application period for tender would begin on 15 February 2007 and
expire on 16 July 2007. (Application period was then extended until 15 August) The
offshore licence zones shown on the map are marked in the notification.

10 It was reported in the newspaper Fileleftheros dated 6 October 2005 that “Yorgos Lilikas, the Greek Minister
of Industry, Commerce and Tourism stated that the cooperation memorandum which would ascertain the
framework of the agreement between GASC and Lebanon regarding the EEZ was undersigned".
11 http://www.mondaq.com/article.asp?article_id=57072
12 Bilge, Ö. (17 Şubat 2007), “Rumlardan Devlere Özel Davet”, Hürriyet,
http://www.hurriyetusa.com/haber/haber_detay.asp?id=10849
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Table 7:
(http://www.mcit.gov.cy/mcit/mcit.nsf/All/E8CD21D43606A7A9C22572CD0038E16B/$file/Description_Of_B
locks.pdf)

9

Zones no 3 and 13 on the EEZ boundary with Lebanon were separately allocated for the
second licence tender to be opened in 2008, for 3D seismic structuring. 11 zones with two
dimensional seismic data, covering a total area of 60 thousand km2 have been put out to
tender.

Table 8: Licence zones put out to tender, and the area they cover
(http://www.mcit.gov.cy/mcit/mcit.nsf/All/E8CD21D43606A7A9C22572CD0038E16B/$file/Description_Of_B
locks.pdf)
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It was reported that evaluation of bids by companies would be completed until February
2008. In addition, it was reported that the permits to be granted (licences) would be in
three types: 1- For one year only for purpose of research; 2- For three years for purpose of
exploration and drilling; 3- For 25 years for purpose of exploration and drilling;(13)
•

On 26 January 2007, GCASC adopted a law which divides the territorial waters within
the boundaries of EEZ, which she had drawn with Egypt and Lebanon in south of the
Island, into 13 zones and granting oil and natural gas exploration licence to foreign
companies in these regions.(14)

•

Licence applications of foreign companies for the first round of the international
tender, which was initiated on 15 February 2007, covering 11 zones on the EEZ
boundary with Egypt, expired on 16 August 2007. Two foreign companies applied to
the tender for only three licence zones. (A USA company titled “Noble Energy”, and a
consortium consisting of 3 companies from Norway, England and UAE)

•

While it had been announced earlier that the licences would be distributed until the
end of 2007, evaluation of corporate applications were postponed to the period after

13 “Lefkoşa İhale Prosedürünün Resmen Başlaması Dolayısıyla Bayram Yaparken - Türk Ültimatomu” (16
February 2007), Alithia
14 For coordinates of the zones subject to licences,
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GCASC Presidency elections on 17-24 February 2008 in parallel with the instruction
of the Greek leader Papadopulos.(15)

Is There Oil on Maritime Areas Surrounding Cyprus?
Eastern Mediterranean and Cyprus have a controlling status on the sea trade across Gibraltar,
the Suez Canal and the Black Sea, as well as energy centers and pipelines of the Middle East
and the Caspian Region. When the words “Cyprus” and “oil” are used together, it is of
significance in two aspects. The first is the oil transportation in the Eastern Mediterranean,
and the second is the possibility of oil existence on maritime areas surrounding Cyprus.
Existence of oil shall, undoubtedly, increase geostrategic and geoeconomic significance of
Cyprus.
There is information evidencing that oil exploration studies have been carried out around
Cyprus since 1970. It is further claimed that, during the period between 1960-1974, a USA
company performed oil exploration drill on the land and maritime area in the east of Cyprus.
It is reported that the north of Cyprus contains oil reservoirs between and in southwest of
Kyrenia-Alexandretta, and the richest reservoirs are available in the area in South and
southwest part of the island, between Cyrpus and Syria, Lebanon, Israel and Egypt.
Furthermore, it is alleged that GCASC has been carrying out studies on the quantity of oil
reservoirs by means of Petroleum Geo-Services (PGS)-Norway and French exploration
companies, which have revealed that the potential reservoir on the island varies between 4-10
billion barrels, with a value of 400-450 billion dollars. In fact, the following statements of
Nikos Rolandis, the then GCASC Minister of Industry, Commerce and Tourism, who signed
the EEZ Convention with Egypt in February 2003 attracted attentions to this zone: “As a
result of our initial researches, it has been understood that there are huge oil reservoirs on the
maritime area of Cyprus. There are rich reservoirs in maritime area of Egypt, neighboring
Cyprus, which are still in use. Oil cannot just stretch up to the boundary of Cyprus and stop
there.”(16)
Despite the mentioned comments and notes, it is understood that evaluations regarding the
value and accessibility of hydrocarbon reserves off Cyprus are yet far from reflecting accurate
data. It shall not be logical to put forward an opinion about existence or quantity of oil unless
and until adequate seismic exploration, drilling and high-range tests are performed and
scientific data are introduced. Moreover, interest in the issue in commercial and economic
terms require that the zones to be licenced “must not have inherent political and legal
problems” and “it must be ascertained how deep the oil is, how it could be extracted with the
current technology, and how much its costs". Indeed, in addition to existence of a political
problem which has remained unsolved for a period over 40 years, it is commented that the oil
reservoir is in a very deep area, sea depth is about 2.500-3000 meters in the Mediterranean
area between Cyprus and Egypt and Lebanon, and that it is impossible to extract the oil with
profit through the current technology. Panos Papanastasiou from Cyprus University in
GCASC says: “It is highly pleasing and far from being serious to discuss about existence of
oil in the region in value of 450 billion dollars, waiting to be extracted.(17)

15 “Rumların Petrol Araması Seçim Sonrasında” (8 January 2008),
http://www.cnnturk.com/DUNYA/haber_detay.asp?PID=319&HID=1&haberID=417823
16 Hatzidis, K. (31 January 2007), “Kıbrıs Açıklarında Büyük Petrol Yatakları Var”, To Vima.
17 “Cyprus Oil Deal with Lebanon Threatens Turkey’s EU Prospects” (5 March 2007),
http://yalibnan.com/site/archives/2007/03/cyprus_oil_deal.php
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Reasons Underlying the Oil Excuse of Greek Side
It is possible to say that the oil issue put forward by GCASC does not primarily have and aim an
economical value. Through EEZ Conventions and the international tender, another dimension is
now a point at issue, which undertakes risks of lethal conflicts for oil across the related regions.
The intention here is to create a new maneuver field for purpose of suppression over Turkey by
the actors manipulating the international system, primarily EU and USA, and to provide an
advantage in Cyprus problem. With the aim to attract the interest and support of third countries
and energy sector and rather as a part of psychological operation, the figures claimed such as 400
billion-dollar reserves are exaggerated and based on no scientific data.
GCASC justified these attempts in East Mediterranean with the legal argument that “she uses her
sovereign rights, and acts in compliance with UN Convention on Maritime Law, other agreements
and rules”. In fact, the declaration of EU Commission and Nicosia Ambassadors of USA and
England that “the issue is that the Republic of Cyprus has a right of sovereignty and in accordance
with the international law” seems to be supporting the attitude of the Greek side. Furthermore, it is
stated in a release on the web site of US Foreign Affairs Department that “the Republic of Cyprus
is a sovereign nation entitled to hold a tender to explore oil in its own economic region”, and that
American companies cannot obtain permission from American government to participate this
tender.(18) In this context, it is possible to say that the primary aim of the Greek is
representation of “the Republic of Cyprus” and to have their “claims of sovereignty” registered
with regard to maritime areas in East Mediterranean rather then to find oil.
It would not be reasonable to justify admission of foreign companies to exploration activities
solely with GCASC’s inadequate opportunities and capabilities or the impact of Turkey’s
deterrent force on GCASC. GCASC intends to set Turkey, in frame of a political, legal and
military problem, into opposition against the countries with which it has entered /shall enter into
EEZ convention and against the foreign companies which it shall grant oil exploration licence.
The underlying objective is to force Turkey to show a reaction in an aggressive attitude, and to
create a multinational front against Turkey.
GCASC, additionally, is attempting to transform the issue to a Turkey-EU issue and raise a new
difficulty before membership negotiations. While the first tour tendering process of the GCASC
were ongoing, statements from the Minister for Greek Foreign Affairs of the time along the lines
that “they would defeat the opening of the title 'energy' in the Turkish-EU” negotiations and
request that Turkey's approach is included in the Progress Reports” showed that the matter would
be abused in this platform as well.(19) As a matter of fact, in the Turkey Progress Report from the
EU Commission published in November 6, 2007 it is stated that “The signing of the EEC
limitation agreement between the “Republic of Cyprus” and Lebanon and the defense cooperation
agreement with France” was protested by Turkey on the grounds that they were in opposition to
the provisions of the 1960 Guarantee Agreement”. Additionally, it is emphasized that Turkey also
questions the right of the “Republic of Cyprus” to enter into such agreements on the occasion of
the agreement they entered with Lebanon.(20)
However, it is remarkable that in the report Turkey's reaction against the tendering process was
not mentioned and only the agreement with Lebanon was reflected. With the inclusion of this
matter as well in the Progress Report the EU has taken a step in transforming the issue, as the
18 “Cyprus:Oil Exploration (Taken Question)” ( 21 August 2007),
http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2007/aug/91311.htm
19 “Rumlardan Veto Tehdidi” (17 Haziran 2007), Yeni Asya
20 Sezer, S (Aralık 2007), “İlerleme Raporu ve Strateji Belgesi Kıbrıs İçin Yine Karamsar”, Stratejik Analiz,
Ankara, 10-11.
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Greeks aim, to a Turkish-EU issue and becoming a party to the issue. However, the EU has
defined TRNC under the name of “Northern Cyprus” as the “Republic of Cyprus territory which
the Government of the Republic of Cyprus does not practice effective control over” the in the
Annex Protocol No 10 to the 2003 Adhesion Act and thus has suspended the acquis. When it is
considered that sea territories are also included in this, EU should not be intervening in this case.
What is seen for the time being is that EU approaches the matter in the direction that the GCASC
is qualified to enter into such agreements on behalf of the “Republic of Cyprus” and no
contradiction to the 1960 Guarantee Agreement is present. The intent was to confirm this
approach by including the defense cooperation agreement between GCASC and France which is
a permanent member of the UN Security Council and a founding member of the EU.
On the other hand, it would not be erroneous to appraise said initiatives of the GCASC in Eastern
Mediterranean together with the claims on “the opening of the ports, airports and air territory to
Greek airplanes and vessels” in the process of negotiations between Turkey and the EU; as the
pressure for opening of the ports to Greek vessels, -in addition to other dimensions of the matterconfirm that the energy factor also needs to be considered with petroleum at the lead. The
presence of petroleum and energy distribution lines around Cyprus shall cause an even greater
increase in the geostrategic importance of the island and thus the attention of the USA and the EU
as attached to it. The interest of the USA, the EU and the GCASC in the matter in the medium and
long terms is dual: Both to play a role in the search and operation of the rich petroleum fields
alleged to be around the Cyprus Island and to grasp a share in the transport of the oil in this region
and the oil to run in the Baku-Tiblisi-Ceyhan, Kerkük-Yumurtalık and the future Samsun-Ceyhan
lines to the world markets. In this framework, when it is considered that the Cyprus Island is only
65 km distant to Adana-Ceyhan which have an important petroleum export facility and that
GCASC, having become one of the leading maritime centers in the world, is in a leading position
in tanker shipping in terms of flag, the energy and economic dimension of the insistent attitude of
the Greek side can be understood. Official sources from the Greek segment state that 2,700
vessels larger than 26 mil gross tons are registered in the GCASC and that more than 100 ship
management and offshore operations manage their international efforts via the Quality
Management System and that world's largest ship management companies keep fully equipped
offices in the GCASC.(21) Revenues from the shipping sector represents a significant portion of
the GCASC Gross National Product. In this framework, in the event that Turkey continues to
exercise constraints against Greek vessels, this may result in vessels under Greek flag wanting to
carry petroleum to the world markets from Ceyhan desert the GCASC flag and may comprise a
significant impact against the Greek marine sector.(22)
Therefore, it is possible to say that claims by the GCASC regarding dominance in the Eastern
Mediterranean and the request for the opening of Turkish ports comprise two complementary
goals both to claim rights on the energy sources in the region and to gain political and economic
influence in the distribution of energy. In this sense, it shall not be surprising that it is brought on
the agenda in the coming term in the opening and closing of negotiation titles in the process of
Turkey's membership in the EU that Turkey acts in a manner agreeable with the Greek requests
regarding the marine area of authority in the Eastern Mediterranean in addition to the ports. The
GCASC shall be able to request in the December 2006 summit of the EU that it is resolved that
negotiations under 8 titles are bonded to the Cyprus drawback and are suspended and that no title
shall be deemed closed until all titles are closed and to convert it to a negotiation argument in
view of their claims in the Eastern Mediterranean.
21 Atun, A. (16 August 2005), “Rumlar Limanlar Sorununu Zorluyor”, Arca Ajans.
22 Sezer, S (September 2005), “Rumlar Türk Limanları İçin Pusuda”, Stratejik Analiz, Ankara, 31-36.
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Attempts by the GCASC to violate Turkey's area of marine authority in the Eastern Mediterranean
and to start an argument on dominance are of a nature to carry the issue of continental shelf
between Turkey and Greece in the Aegean to the agenda.(23) The GCASC is carrying out
communication to enter into a limitation with Greece similar to the EEC limitation other has
entered into with Egypt and Lebanon.(24) Additionally, intelligence that Greece, taking the
“Megisti, Rhodes, Kerpe, Kaşot, Crete line” to be the Greek coastline and taking the mid-line as
the basis, is embarking with Egypt to limit the EEC / continental shelf are present.(25) When said
initiatives are jointly assessed it is seen that Turkey is desired to be limited to a narrow region in
the Eastern Mediterranean.(26)
Table 9: Target of Greece: Megisti, Rhodes, Kerpe, Kaşot, Crete line and Greece-Egypt EEZ border.
(Resource:Prof. Dr. Sertaç Başeren)

23 For detailed information about Aegean Problems; Aksu, F. (2001) “Türk Yunan İlişkileri: İlişkilerin
Yönelimini Etkileyen Faktörler Üzerine Bir İnceleme”, Ankara.
24 In the Alithia newspaper dated February 26 2007; it was reported that Hristos Purguridis, MP of DISI
(Democratic Mobilization Party), the major opposition party in GRSC, stated that “they are striving to enter into
an agreement similar to the agreement they have signed with Lebanon and Egypt with Greece as well”. The the
news item from Alithia dated March 1, 2007 on the other hand, it he/she been reported, in references to
Purguridis, that two meetings were held between Greece and the GRSC in this matter and joint contacts with the
Greek Embassy in Nicosia were being made”
25 In the news item in the Elefthetipia Newspaper dated February 5, 2007, titles “Does Greece desert practicing
the 12 mile?” it was reported that sources from the Ministry origin Greek Foreign Affairs stated that discussions
between Greece and Egypt and Lebanon on the continental shelf and the determination of the MEB borders were
advancing and that one discussion with Libya and two with Egypt were held.
26 For detailed information, Başeren, S. Hami (2007) “Doğu Akdeniz’de İş İşten Geçmeden”,
http://www.tudav.org/new/projects.php?pid=28
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Scene Revealed by the Attempts in East Mediterranean in respect of GCASC
Such a scene is revealed when the attempts of GCASC have been evaluated:
- No rejection has been made by Greece and GCASC for Turkey’s banishing GCASC flagged
Norwegian GCASC Exploration Vessel from the area while the same was performing seismic
researches in March 2002 on behalf of a Norwegian company. It is possible to interpret this
circumstance that the area within the coordinates where performance of research has been
declared may be interpreted as the aforementioned area is accepted that it is within the
possible continental shelf of Turkey.
- GCASC contacted with Egypt, Syria, Lebanon and Israel for EEZ restriction however, could
only conclude agreements with Egypt and Lebanon. Syria and Israel have not responded
GCASC’s attempts; Lebanon has not approved the agreement yet even though it has signed
the agreement. Israel’s Nicosia Ambassador Avi Handad has stated that GCASC has applied
themselves for such EEZ Agreement, however that his country has not approached positively
to a such kind of cooperation. (27)
- Greek officials and press has alleged that 6 – 7 big companies from various countries from
USA and China shall participate into the bidding. It has been learned that Greeks who has
contacted with global scaled companies operating in the field of energy such as Exxon Mobil,
BP, Shell privately, have promised lower liabilities and a high profit rate in accordance with
the ordinary market conditions. However, big energy companies have not participated into
bidding. Application of only two companies to the first round of bidding for only 3 fields of
11 authorization field has exposed that the interest in international level is under the
expectations of GCASC for now.
- Such attempts have become an internal policy material in GCASC and caused different
reactions. The reactions have been focused on that the issue has been discussed before the
public opinion without preparing sufficient ground, that the ambiguity of Lebanon’s attitude
remained still, that other countries in the region except Egypt could not be attracted in, that
the participation to the bidding has become at low levels and that the tension has been
increased unnecessarily and turned into an investment for Greek Presidency election in
February 2008.(28) Comments in the direction that the agreements which have been declared
before appropriate time have awaken Turkey’s reaction and accordingly chance of success of
the attempt has decreased. Also, accusations that interests have been acquired by providing
secret privileges to foreign companies about oil in period of Klerides who has served as
President between 1993 – 2003 have increased the tension in internal policy.(29)
- Former Minister of Foreign Affairs and also Industry, Trade and Tourism of GCASC , Nikos
Rolandis’ declaration as “Turks also have right on the mine richness of Cyprus” and his
recommendation about this has echoed. Rolandis stated that a condition account should be
27 “Greeks are not giving up searching for oil” (7 February 2007) , Milliyet.
28 Former Greek Head Prosecutor, Alekos Markides, has alleged that “oil attempt GCASCSC Government is a
total failure and moving for action without making sufficient preparation in a loud manner worsened the
situation”. (Lebanon National Freedom Movement Official Site,
http://www.tayyar.org/tayyar/articles.php?article_id=23865&type=press_news)
29 Lillikas who rendered service as Greek Minister of Foreign Affairs between 2006-2007 has accused G.
Klerides and Nikos Rolandis who was the Minister of Industry, Trade and Tourism of mentioned period has
concluded a confidential agreement with Crest Investment Corporation at which Neil Bush who is the brother of
Bush who is the President of USA, is manager partner regarding oil beds at Eastern Mediterranean and that he
has cancelled such agreement.
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opened for the share to be given to Turks from oil revenues and that Turks should withdraw
such money at the end of a really long time or after the solution of Cyprus issue. Even though
such declaration looks positive at first sight; according to Mümtaz Soysal, it degrades Cyprus
issue into the issue of the time and content of the participation of TRNC to “Republic of
Cyprus”. Oil researching issue is related with the sovereignty of “Republic of Cyprus” and
right to speak of Turkish party turns into sharing and representation issue within the Republic
when the same is accepted with such pre - acceptance. Turkey’s objections may only be
discussed for the dispute related with its territory according to this point of view.(30)

Opinions and Reactions of Turkish Side
Turkey objects to GSASC’s attempts in Eastern Mediterranean with these two main reasons:
- GCASC is acting with the claim that it is representing whole Cyprus in breach of
international agreements establishing 1960 Republic of Cyprus,
- EEZ restriction agreements concluded and authorization areas declared in breach of
international law intersect with sea authority territories of Turkey and TRNC.
Declaration about the issue by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on 30 January 2007 exposes
such opinions clearly. It has been emphasized in this declaration;
- that GCASC is not representing the whole island, accordingly that the laws coded for this
issue or agreements concluded with related countries are void for Turkey,
- that TRNC has rights and powers on the sea areas of the island, therefore, that Turkish
society should benefit from the oil planned to be taken out,
- that EEZ restriction in Eastern Mediterranean which has a status of “semi enclosed sea” due
to its geographical structure, should be made with the participation of all neighboring coastal
countries,
- A part of sea areas which are subject to bilateral agreements which GCASC intended to
conclude are related with these rights and interests;
- that it is an obligation to keep in mind that also Turkey has statutory and legal rights and
interests in Eastern Mediterranean;
-that Turkey is decisive in protecting its rights and interests in Eastern Mediterranean and that
it shall not allow the attempts aiming to destroy these.(31)
Most unacceptable matter for Turkish side is GCASC’s acting as if it is representing the
whole Island in breach of international agreements establishing 1960 Republic of Cyprus and
accepting Cyprus Turks and Greeks as equal partners of such Republic politically. Within this
context, GCASC’s concluding agreements by representing the whole Island before Cyprus
issue has been resolved is not legal and statutory. This attempt means that “Cyprus Turkish
people and the rights of Turkey arising from agreements” are ignored. However, GASC has
signed the agreements with Egypt and Lebanon on behalf of “Republic of Cyprus” even
though it is not entitled to represent the whole Island; exposed an attitude that the authority on
hydrocarbon resources which Cyprus Turks and Greeks have rights together, owns to himself
by coding an Oil Law and opening an international bidding. However, the state which has
been recognized by international society, in Cyprus is not the “1960 Republic of Cyprus”
which is the main subject of 1959 – 60 Agreements. GCASC’s claim that it is “1960 Republic
of Cyprus” requires Cyprus Agreements and rights and obligations directly connected with
30 Soysal, M. (31 January 2007), “Oil Tricks”, Cumhuriyet.
31 http://mfa.gov.tr/MFA_tr/BasinEnformasyon/Aciklamalar/2007/Ocak/NO18_30Ocak2007.htm
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the existence of “1960 Republic of Cyprus” same to be fully applied at the rate it has been
continued by international society. It is obvious that a formation in which Cyprus Turks who
are externalized from the administration since 1963, are not taking part shall not be entitled to
dispose on behalf of them and in a manner to seize their rights as 24 April 2004 dated
Referendum has revealed.
There is no clear regulation in relation with oil and natural resources in 1960 Constitution or
Guarantee Alliance Agreements. However, this situation this does not mean the oil research
agreements of GCASC with Lebanon and Egypt contain its own coastal line and claim of
right of TRNC has no legal validity. Ass. Prof. Dr. Kudret Özersay explains the matter in that
way: “TRNC may claim right as an heir, successive of “1960 Republic of Cyprus” due to
special status of Cyprus but not as directly related state. It may put a position due to historical
inheritance. There is a place for this in international law. When Soviet Russia has been
collapsed, the states arise from within the same have benefited from many matters such as
continental shelf to embassies and immobile properties as successive states”. In Annan Plan, it
is included that authority areas of Cyprus in Mediterranean shall be determined upon “equity
basis”. (32) Attempts of Greek side reveal that rights which their frames have been drawn by
UN are violated even though such Plan has not gained validity. Also, EEZ Agreement of
GCASC with Egypt, has been submitted for referendum in the attachment of the plan as one
of the agreements which shall be valid within partnership republic but also Turkey annotated
to Annan Plan about its objection to the agreement by expressing that “including this into the
plan does not mean that I approved the agreement and waived from my rights”.(33)
EEZ restriction agreements which GCASC has concluded with Egypt and Lebanon have no
validity when GCASC’s attempts are examined in the view of international law. However,
international law foresees that EEZ and continental shelf limitation between states whose
shores are adjacent and at opposite sides in semi – enclosed seas to be made “in a manner to
achieve a fair solution upon equity principles by taking into account all related elements of the
region”. A series of elements such as length of coastal line, distance between shores, resource
need of relevant states, mainland or island should be considered and an agreement to which
all neighboring coastal states shall consent. However, Eastern Mediterranean is a semi –
enclosed sea which has unique conditions. In the direction of the Article 74 / 1 of UNCLOS,
GCASC has to sign EEZ restriction agreement in cooperation with all neighboring coastal
states in this sea. However, such a cooperation and agreement does not exist.
GCASC is sovereign at 5.509 km2 equals to 59,56 % of Cyprus Island which its whole area is
9.282 km2. Area of 13 authorization region which it has announced at the south of the Island
is approximately 70.000 km².(34) Possible continental shelf of Turkey at Eastern
Mediterranean is estimated approximately as 145.000 km².(35) In a limitation within the
direction of wishes of GCASC and Greece; Turkey shall loose 71.000 km2 of 145.000 km2
continental shelf to Greece and 33.000 km2 of the same to GCASC within the territory and

32 For detailed information, Özersay, K. (July – September 2004), “Sea Authority Areas of Eastern
Mediterranean within the Frame of Annan Plan and Federal Laws”, Ankara University SBF Magazine, 203-230.
33 Özersay, K. (3 February 2007), “Turkey, Direct Side”, Volkan.
34http://www.mcit.gov.cy/mcit/mcit.nsf/All/E8CD21D43606A7A9C22572CD0038E16B/$file/Description_Of_
Blocks.pdf
35 Area of Turkey’s shores at Eastern Mediterranean from 32 16 18 east longitude (Antalya Gazipaşa) to 27 22
00 longitude (Muğla Deveboynu) and EEC and continental shelf areas intersect with Egypt with meadin line at
33 50 00 longitude is approximately 145 thousand km2. (approximately one third of our total continental shelf
areas)
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only 41.000 km2 area shall remain to itself.(36) Therefore, Turkey who is surrounded by three
sides with sea shall become a state “which has a shore to sea but which does not have a sea”
at Eastern Mediterranean with the description of Prof. Dr. Sertaç Başeren.
On the other hand, areas which GCASC has declared that it shall give authorization contain
regions within the borders of Turkey and TRNC’s possible continental shelf at Eastern
Mediterranean word of “possible” has been used because Turkey has not determined its
continental shelf limits and declared EEZ in Mediterranean). 1, 4, 5, 6 and 7 numbered areas
within 13 authorization areas which GCASC has declared intersect with possible continental
shelf areas in Eastern Mediterranean which Turkey has kept its rights reserved before UN
with its 2 March 2004 dated Note. “6 numbered area” from such areas are one of the areas
applied for authorization in the bidding which its first round ended on 16 August 2007.
Article 300 of UNCLOS has brought a condition that the states shall perform their liabilities
with good will and use their powers in a manner which shall not constitute abuse of rights. It
is requested with Article 301 that avoiding to apply to threat or to use power against
independence, territorial integrity of any state or in breach of international law.
Within the frame of all such matters, Greeks’ signing EEZ restriction agreements and
declarations of authorization areas in Eastern Mediterranean creates an unacceptable situation
for Turkish side. Turkey exposes its decisive attitude in many various ways that it shall
protect its statutory rights and interest and shall not allow attempts which shall destroy the
same. In the statements of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs(37), in notes given to Egypt and
Lebanon, in 20 June 2007 dated National Security Council declaration(38), in the letter sent
by Turkey to UN Secretary General and published on 26 July 2007 as UN document; it was
stated clearly that such an attempt shall not be allowed. Also, it has been noticed to Norway
Embassy that GCASC is not representing the whole island, that the authorization given are
void and procedure of “working without an authorization” shall be applied to the
companies.(39) Banishing a Greek ship which performs seismic research on behalf of a
Norwegian Company at the open sea of Cyprus on March 2002 that the mentioned ship is
within the continental shelf of Turkey, has constituted a material indication that Turkey shall
be able to interfere to such kind of attempts. However, it is possible to state that military
exercises of Turkish Army Forces performed at Eastern Mediterranean in March – June 2007
period has added a military dimension to political reaction and it had a message nature not
only to foreign companies which shall attempt research activity with the authorization given
by Greeks but also to GCASC. On the other hand, Turkey has limited its natural resource
research activities has limited with its Turkish water at almost 12 miles width in Easter
Mediterranean until now in order not to lead some developments which may cause tension
within the region. However, authorization and research permission requests Turkish
Petroleum Corporation at four regions which some parts of them intersect with authorization
areas which GCASC ahs determined were announced at 9 August 2007 dated Official
Gazette.

36 Başeren, S. Hami (20 Ağustos 2007), “Oil Tension is Increasing at Eastern Mediterrranean”, Cumhuriyet
Strateji, 12-13.
37 http://mfa.gov.tr/MFA_tr/BasinEnformasyon/SoruCevap/2007/Ağustos/SC32_9Agustos2007.htm
38 http://www.mgk.gov.tr/Turkce/basinbildiri2007/20haziran2007.htm
39 “Intimidation at Eastern Mediterranean?” (2 February 2007), Radikal.
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Table 10: Map demonstrating authorization and research permission reguests of Turkish Petroleum Corporation

Conclusion
A new dimension with a center of sovereignty claim is being created by using oil excuse to
Cyprus issue in Eastern Mediterranean where many troubles and conflicts have been
experienced which protects its deadlock for many years. Attempts of GCASC shall be able to
cause a similar continental shelf problem which brought Turkey and Greece in March 1987
almost to a hot conflict to be experienced in Eastern Mediterranean.
However, it is obvious that decreasing the tension in this tension which GCASC increases by
relying the attraction that the oil issue shall create in developed economies and energy sector
in a period the world is searching new energy resources shall be more difficult than the crisis
in Aegean. However, Turkey and Greece, which have come to the edge of war in the past, are
two countries that know each other and have diplomatic affairs; there is always a ground for
continuing the dialogue between them. It is obvious that such a mechanism shall not be able
to be mentioned and the initiative of international society shall be needed when it has been
considered that GCASC has not been recognized by Turkey and there has been an aggression
to the rights and powers of TRNC. However, GCASC exposes an attitude relying to the
support of EU to which it is a member, at this point. However, EU has become a part of this
problem after the inclusion of that matter into 2007 Turkish Development Report. Also, it
shall not be wrong to evaluate such attempts at Eastern Mediterranean along with requests of
opening Turkish ports, airports and airfield to Greek airplanes and ships. It shall be more and
more difficult to avoid and control the crisis which may arise between Turkey – Greece
affairs, mainly Aegean in atmosphere of crisis in Cyprus.
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It is better not to evaluate the limited level of application to the first round of bidding as the
possibility of emergence of a crisis in Eastern Mediterranean has weakened. The declaration
that the authorizations at first round shall be given after the February 2008 Presidency
elections and that second round bidding shall be opened indicates that an active period shall
be entered in the months to come. On the other hand, should the GCASC continue its attempts
in this direction to increase the tension in a political, legal and military framework, it is
obvious that a crisis whose dimensions cannot be foreseen at the moment will be experienced
in Eastern Mediterranean and that this situation shall create an adverse effect upon solution
initiatives as well. However, it is expected that the UN shall start solution efforts after the
Presidency elections performed on 17 – 24 February 2008.
It is considered that all parties should expose a responsible attitude in order to avoid such
tension experienced at Eastern Mediterranean, which is already a problematic geography, to
cause developments which may bring military option into agenda. Within this context,
importance and urgency of finding a fair, permanent and live solution to Cyprus issue within
the frame of UN is obvious.
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